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new releases

Children of God

Oregano

C

O

“Children of God is must-see theatre for Canadians.”  
—The Globe and Mail

“Napoli already has the gifts of sharp, believable
dialogue, captivating imagery and deeper thematic
resonances that many writers far more experienced
lack…In the space of 70 minutes, she creates an entire
world and three unique people who inhabit it. That is a
rare gift indeed.” — Toronto Star

Corey Payette

hildren of God is a powerful musical about an Oji-Cree
family whose children are taken away to a residential
school in Northern Ontario. Julia and Tommy struggle
to survive in the harsh environment of a religious school
that is determined to rob them of their identities while
their mother, Rita, never stops trying to get them back.
The impact of this experience on the lives of all of them
is profound and devastating, yet the story moves toward
redemption. Children of God offers a thrilling blend of ancient
traditions and contemporary realities, celebrating resilience
and the power of the Indigenous cultural spirit.

“Powerful and profound…This is theatre that resonates on
a deep emotional level.”
—Ottawa Citizen
“A significant success…beautiful and very powerful.”
—Vancouver Sun

Corey Payette is proud of his Oji-Cree heritage from
Northern Ontario and has worked as a playwright, actor,
composer, and director across Canada. He is the Artistic
Director of Urban Ink Productions (Vancouver, BC), was
the 2014-15 Artist-in-Residence with English Theatre
at Canada’s National Arts Centre, and is the founder
of Raven Theatre (Vancouver, BC) focusing on new works
by Indigenous artists. Corey’s work has been developed at
the Vancouver Playhouse, the Firehall Arts Centre, Western
Canada Theatre, Arts Club Theatre, Urban Ink Productions,
Full Circle: First Nations Performance, and Raven Theatre.
He is currently collaborating on an original musical, Les
Filles du Roi, with Julie McIsaac, commissioned by Fugue
Theatre.

Rose Napoli

ne moment, Mona’s father is teaching her to make
pasta sauce at 2 AM—and the next, she sits beside
him in a hospital room, counting the seconds between
beeps. When a curiously familiar barefooted boy runs
in, carrying a blue umbrella and singing a song she’s
heard somewhere before, the rain begins. And Mona
goes on a journey forward to the past. Steeped in legend
and lore, Oregano is a family play about accepting the
past in order to embrace the future—teaching us that
sometimes, the truth can be exactly what we imagine
it to be.

Rose Napoli is a Toronto-based playwright and
actress. She is a two-time participant in the Banff/
Citadel Professional Theatre Program and has worked
in theatres across the country. As a playwright, Rose
debuted her first play, Oregano, at the Storefront Theatre
in 2015. She has been a member of playwright units
with Nightwood Theatre, Thousand Islands Playhouse,
and Tarragon Theatre. Her plays include: Ten Creative
Ways to Dispose of your Cremains, Lo (Or Dear Mr. Wells),
and Shrew (A Big Fat Italian Comedy Inspired by William
Shakespeare).
978-1-927922-40-8
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
72pp 5.5 x 8.5 in $15.95 (Can and US) pb • April 2018

978-1-927922-38-5
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
80pp 5.5 x 8.5 in $15.95 (Can and US) pb • March 2018
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Popcorn Elder
Curtis Peeteetuce

A

s a condition of his parole, Darren has been
ordered by the court to live with his father, Wally,
on the rez. The two have always had a contentious
relationship: Wally is a problem drinker, and Darren’s
got a short fuse. But Wally tells his son that he’s
stopped drinking and started going to ceremony, and
urges Darren to do the same. As old family secrets
start to be revealed, the father and son grapple with
complex issues.
Popcorn Elder is a drama with many layers. It examines
the issue of “plastic shamans” who offer spirituality
at a price. It looks at a community working to face its
demons and heal past trauma. And at the heart of the
play is the story of a father and son who are seeking
connection and reconciliation. Through flashbacks, a
combination of Cree and English, and an unforgettable
cast of characters, Popcorn Elder tells the story of one
family’s journey toward hope.
“…the story of a father and son at a crossroads in a
world of both real and false faith… unifying, cleansing
and uplifting.”—Saskatoon Star-Phoenix
Curtis Peeteetuce is from the Beardy’s & Okemasis
Cree Nation. Since 2001, he has worked with many
talented artists in theatre, radio drama, music and film.
He is also the playwright of the popular rez Christmas
story series, including Nicimos: The Final Rez Christmas
Story (Scirocco, 2015).
978-1-927922-39-2
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
72pp 5.5 x 8.5 in $15.95 (Can and US) pb • April 2018

The Seat Next
to the King
Steven Elliot Jackson

I

n 1964, a white man walks into a public restroom in a
Washington, DC park looking for sex. The next man
who enters is a black man.
In what seems at first to be a simple encounter, The
Seat Next to the King explores the lives of two men from
the pages of history who literally sat next to the most
powerful men in America—Bayard Rustin, a friend to
Martin Luther King Jr. who organized the March on
Washington, and Walter Jenkins, top aide and friend to
President Lyndon Johnson. An exploration of sexuality,
race, and masculinity, The Seat Next to the King imagines
a meeting between two men, burdened by their
prejudices and inner conflicts, as they attempt to find
a connection.
“The script is taut, tense and full of nuance about race,
sexuality, power and dignity…” —NOW Magazine

Steven Elliot Jackson is an award-winning playwright
and the co-artistic director of Minmar Gaslight
Productions and its family theatre company, 3 Little
Bears Productions. The Seat Next to the King won Best
New Play and Patron’s Pick at The Toronto Fringe in
2017. Jackson’s revious playwriting credits include The
State of Tennessee, Brothers and Arms, The Dark Part of the
Snow, Real Life Superhero, Rapunzel (adaptation from
the work of Geri Gans), and Threesome: An Evening Of
One Acts. Steven was born and raised in the very small
town of Minto, Manitoba and went to the University
of Regina to study theatre and film before moving to
Toronto.
978-1-927922-41-5
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
60pp 5.5 x 8.5 in $15.95 (Can and US) pb • April 2018
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Sarah Ballenden

The Circle

A

I

Maureen Hunter

978-1-927922-37-8
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
124pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

t’s a high-school garage party. Amanda
is a genius. Ily is a drug dealer. Kit is
a runaway. Mutt is a mess. Will is a shit
disturber. Daniel doesn’t know what
he’s doing there. Everyone’s a bit too
drunk and a bit too stoned and a bit
uncomfortable in their own skin. It’s an
explosive combination, but it’s better than
being alone on a Friday night in suburbia.
Youth is a dangerous time. Everyone’s just
looking for a place to belong. How far will
things stretch without breaking?
This remarkable debut by Calgary
playwright Geoffrey Simon Brown is
an explosive SOS from an orphaned
generation desperately looking for a place
to belong.
“Very real, very now, and unexpectedly
poetic.”—The Globe and Mail

978-1-927922-34-7
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
116pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

The Trouble
with Mr. Adams

The Birds
and the Bees

T

T

Gord Rand

he Trouble with Mr. Adams is a monster
story about love’s poisoned arrow. On the
night volleyball coach Gary Adams leaves his
wife, allegations of sexual misconduct surface
regarding his sixteen-year-old student. Gary
defends his innocence—to his slighted wife,
his reluctant union lawyer, and finally to the
hesitant victim herself: his star volleyball
player. Grappling with such themes as abuse
of power, intergenerational love, and the
stagnation of marriage, The Trouble with Mr.
Adams exposes the crippling disaster of the
male mid-life crisis.
“A potent and deadly little scorpion of a
play that stings you three times, one for
each of its two-character scenes... brilliantly
written.”—Toronto Star

978-1-927922-35-4
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
102pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Spring 2018

Mark Crawford

his weekend may be the last-ever Turkey
Days, but for these four characters, it
is a new beginning. Sarah, a turkey farmer,
has just left her husband and moved back
home to live with her beekeeper mom, Gail.
Gail has other things to worry about—like
why her honeybees are dropping dead. Then
there’s Earl, Gail’s neighbour, farm tenant,
and the ex-husband of Gail’s ex-husband’s
new wife. In these past twenty years, he’s
been keeping himself mighty busy with the
ladies, but Gail’s never really got back on
that horse…so to speak. And finally, there’s
Ben: an athletic young Master’s student,
here to study the declining bee populations.
Secretly still a virgin, he’s about to get a big
lesson in pollination. The Birds and the Bees
is a laugh-out-loud comedy with a huge,
honeyed heart.
978-1-927922-36-1
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
120pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb
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drama

nyone who has delved into the history
of the Red River Settlement will have
come across the name Sarah Ballenden.
Her 1850 trial is one of the most famous in
Manitoba legal history. The fact that her
name isn’t officially attached to the trial—we
know it as Foss v. Pelly—is a reflection of
the laws of the day, not of her commitment
to the proceedings. Sarah’s character and
reputation were under attack. She was the
wife of a Hudson’s Bay Company Chief
Factor, a position which in fur trade society
traditionally commanded respect. One
contemporary observed that the wives of
Chief Factors, most of whom were “mixedblood,” were treated like queens. Sarah,
though also of British/Indigenous descent,
was not. Why? Caught in a tidal wave of
change whose ramifications are still being
felt, Sarah Ballenden is truly an original
Canadian heroine.

Geoffrey Simon Brown

drama

Happy Place

True

H

S

Pamela Mala Sinha

appy Place explores the lives of
seven women aged 23 to 60 who are
residents of an in-patient care facility: a
microcosm for the world outside its walls.
What is it to live inside the suffering of
these women…addressing the idea that
we are not so different from each other,
though our circumstances may be? Each
woman must try to find a way to fit into a
world that can’t respond to a pain that is
unseeable. But they are also the ones who
can teach one another how to live with
what happened to them as no one else
ever could, even if they can’t always do it
for themselves.
“While there are no easy answers to these
women’s troubled lives, they have, in part
through sharing with the others, found
individual paths on which they can move
forward… We go on the journey with
them and find something hopeful within
ourselves, too.” —NOW Magazine

Rosa Labordé
isters Marie, Cece, and Anita run
a small coffee-and-clothes shop on
Toronto’s trendy Queen Street West.
One evening their estranged father,
Roy, wanders in, clad in his pyjamas.
He is clutching a note explaining that
he has Alzheimer’s and admonishing
his daughters for abandoning their
parent in his time of need. But it quickly
becomes clear that Roy was a drunk and
a philanderer—and perhaps worse. The
women must decide whether his parental
sins should be forgiven just because he has
now forgotten them.
True, which pays homage to King Lear,
examines the parent-child bond, and
explores the power and mutability
of memory.
“A tightly woven, highly emotional one-act
play filled with humour and heartbreak.”
—The Globe and Mail

978-1-927922-13-2
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
116pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

978-1-927922-25-5
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
76pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Reckoning

Social Studies

R

2017 Chris Johnson Award for Best Play
by a Manitoba Playwright

Article 11 Theatre

eckoning is a triptych of three short
plays: Witness is a dance-movement
piece featuring a Truth and Reconciliation
Commissioner who unravels as he confronts
the brutal testimony of residential school
survivors. In Daughter, the daughter of a
teacher who was accused of rape seduces
her father’s accuser. And Survivor is a
virtuoso solo piece about a man preparing
to commit suicide as a protest against
the insufficiencies of the reconciliation
process. Agonizing, poignant, theatrical,
hilarious, and true, Reckoning illuminates the
difficulties of trying to come to terms with
our country’s painful past.
“Reckoning demonstrates the unique work
that live performance can do in bringing
people together to raise awareness in
the still-unfolding story of Canada’s
relationship to Indigenous peoples.”
—Toronto Star

978-1-927922-26-2
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
64pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb
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Trish Cooper

W

hen Jackie comes back to her
childhood home after separating
from her husband, she thinks her biggest
problem will be readjusting to life on
a smaller bed. She’s surprised to learn,
however, that her mother has given that
bed away to a Sudanese refugee!
But the former Lost Boy is not all that he
seems, and the entire family—Jackie, her
earth goddess mother, and her sixteen-yearold sister—learns something about making
assumptions. When Deng crashes Jackie’s
newly purchased car and then reveals
that he doesn’t have a driver’s license,
Jackie must make a choice. Will she make
a personal sacrifice on behalf of someone
who has lived through the worst?

978-1-927922-27-9
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
116pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Spring 2018

If Truth Be Told

Ga Ting (Family)

I

G

Beverley Cooper

“Beverley Cooper has approached this
moment in Huron County history with
passion, sympathy, and daring.”
—Hamilton Spectator

a Ting, which means “family” in
Cantonese, is about an immigrant
Chinese couple trying to come to terms
with the suicide of their son, Kevin.
When they invite Kevin’s Caucasian
boyfriend to dinner, the evening devolves
into a fiery cultural and generational
clash. Minh Ly’s poignant play explores
one family’s struggle to accept their son
as he was, not as they wished him to be.
“Powerful... I was moved to tears...
It packs a punch.”—The Georgia Straight
978-1927922-29-3
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
90pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

978-1-927922-28-6
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
86pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

In Care

Prairie Nurse

I

P

Kenneth T. Williams
n Care is about a mother’s quest to get
her children out of foster care. Janice
Fisher has not had an easy life. She worked
the streets as a teenager, was addicted to
cocaine, and had her first daughter taken
from her when she was just 15. But she’s
since turned her life around, and is a good
mother to three happy girls—until a false
accusation gets them apprehended by
foster care. Now, Janice is trapped in the
system like a butterfly in a spider’s web:
the more she struggles to get out, the more
stuck she gets. In Care is both an indictment
of the racism that’s inherent in our system
and a tribute to the strength people as
disadvantaged as Janice must have in order
to survive.

978-1927922-30-9
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
60pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Spring 2018

Marie Beath Badian

rairie Nurse, which premiered at the
Blyth Festival, is a comedy about two
Filipino nurses who come to work at a
small-town Saskatchewan hospital in the
late 1960s. Cultural clashes, personality
differences, homesickness, and the
amorous but dim-witted goalie from
the local hockey team complicate the
women’s lives. Based on the true story
of her mother’s immigration to Canada,
Badian’s play is part romantic comedy,
part farce, and part cultural history.
“Prairie Nurse is bound to cure what ails
you with a healthy dose of laughter.”
—The Kitchener-Waterloo Record

978-1927922-31-6
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
112pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

7

drama

f Truth Be Told is a fictional response to
cases of censorship in the late 1970s,
when Christian groups and concerned
parents attempted to ban books by Alice
Munro and Margaret Laurence from being
taught in Ontario high schools. The story
follows the celebrated writer Peg Dunlop
as she returns to her hometown of Wayford
to face a community that doesn’t appreciate
the stories she writes, stories that seem to
reveal secrets and truths about their own
lives. If Truth Be Told is about the power of
words, both spoken and written. How are
stories told, what words do we use to fight
for what we believe in, and how do we
coexist when we have opposing views?

Minh Ly

drama

Within the Glass

Keeper

Finalist for the Governor General’s Award

K

Anna Chatterton

T

wo very different couples meet after
a critical mistake at a fertility clinic:
a fertilized egg has been implanted into
the wrong woman. Over the course of an
awkward and absurd evening, they fight to
determine the uncertain future of their IVF
child. The situation forces each of them to
reassess their relationships, the depths of
their desire to parent, and their hopes for
the future.

“...the gutsy playwright strides headlong
into the emotional minefield of fertility and
childbirth.”—The Globe and Mail

Tanisha Taitt

eeper is a powerful, intriguing story about
a connection between two women—the
memory of which carries such weight from
each of their pasts that the only means of
self-preservation has been to try to shut it
down. We witness an evening in the lives of
Avalon and Constance—the former in her
early 20s, the latter 16 years older—who have
been bonded and blistered by death, doubt
and distance. As the details of their shared
history emerge, long-buried feelings and
hidden truths rise to the surface. Stirring,
humorous and resonant, Keeper is one part
cat-and-mouse, and one part long-lost love.

“Powerful; a spectacularly written theatrical
tour-de-force that tugs at your heartstrings.
One you definitely shouldn’t miss.”
—Mooney on Theatre

“Taitt has a bracing sense of storytelling... She
also has a poet’s heart and mind. Her writing
is lyrical, spare and she has created two
full-bodied characters we can all root for and
believe.”—The Slotkin Letter

978-1927922-32-3
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

978-1-927922-20-0
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
62pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Liberation Days

With Love and
a Major Organ

David van Belle

I

t’s May 1945 in liberated Holland. The war
is over, but because of a shortage of troop
ships the Canadian Army remains in the
Netherlands. Emma, an independent Dutch
woman, meets Alex, a young Canadian
private from rural Alberta. Emma has lived
through five harrowing years of German
occupation that ended in the “hunger winter”
of 1944–1945, and wonders how she can
put her life back together after everything
she’s experienced and everything she’s lost.
Emma sees in Alex the opportunity for a new
life, a chance to leave behind the horrors of
war and the expectations of her mother, the
village and the church. But she has to make a
choice—make peace with what’s happened in
the past, or flee to a future in Canada.
“Powerful, sweet, poignant and often
surprisingly funny.”—Calgary Herald

“A certified crowd pleaser.”—Calgary Sun
978-1-927922-21-7
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
94pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

8

Julia Lederer

A

nabel gives her heart to a man she meets
on the subway and he disappears with
it. Her limbs begin to fall asleep. George is
on the run but keeps getting distracted by
romantic comedies. He begins to blame his
mother. Mona resorts to seeking therapy
from GoogleShrink, forcing herself to speeddate, and taking in a stranger clad in purple
plaid who appears on her doorstep. With
Love and a Major Organ uses magic realism
to reinvent the modern romantic comedy.
Poetic, quirky and deeply original, the play
examines love in the age of technology, our
ability and need to connect with strangers,
and the universally trying task of reconciling
the head and the heart.
“A brash, poetic and fiercely original voice
that’s equal parts pee-your-pants funny and
get-out-that-Kleenex poignant... Keep your
eye on Lederer, who’s got huge potential.”
—NOW Magazine
978-1-927922-22-4
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
58pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Spring 2018

Vitals

Twelve Hours

2014 Dora Mavor Moore Award Winner for
Outstanding New Play, Independent Theatre
Division

T

“Rosamund Small is set to be the next big
thing in Toronto theatre.”
—The Globe and Mail

“Twelve Hours packs a lot of humanity into
90 minutes of gripping theatre… Eight
beautifully written characters are vividly
realized… This simply staged piece about
a seemingly imminent death paradoxically
brims with life.” —Columbus Dispatch

Rosamund Small

itals is a solo show presenting the story
of Anna, a Toronto paramedic. Anna’s
daily routine is life, death, bureaucracy.
Every call she receives is an emergency.
Based on real interviews conducted with
EMS workers, Vitals weaves together a
series of affecting, poignant and disturbing
emergency stories and explores their
impact on the responders to these calls.

“Small has an accurate ear for human
speech, one of the greatest gifts a
playwright can have.”—Toronto Star

978-1-927922-24-8
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
52pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

welve Hours is the story of Jimmy Stanton.
Convicted of the rape and murder of
a young woman, Jimmy is facing his last
hours on Death Row. As his story unfolds,
so do those of the people whose lives he has
impacted, from the sister of the woman he
killed, to the governor who must decide if
Jimmy’s execution should be commuted.
Twelve Hours goes into the hearts and minds
of ordinary people affected by a terrible
crime—and the cruel and biased punishment
that results.

978-1-927922-15-6
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Stag and Doe/
Bed and Breakfast

The Wilberforce
Hotel

I

I

Mark Crawford

n Stag and Doe, Bonnie and Brad are
throwing a party to pay for their upcoming
wedding. Mandy and Rob are getting married
today, and Jay just found out his entire
catering staff is in jail! It’s all happening at
the same time, in the same community-hall
kitchen. Stag and Doe offers a laugh-filled
look at a distinctly rural Canadian prenuptial
tradition…and shines a light on the nature of
love, marriage, and weddings.
Bed and Breakfast’s Brett and Drew have just
lost their seventh bidding war in Toronto
when Brett unexpectedly inherits the historic
family home. They decide to set up a B & B in
a quiet little tourist town, but soon discover
the simple life is not that simple. With dozens
of hilarious characters all portrayed by two
men, Bed and Breakfast is a heartfelt comedy
about “being out” in small town Canada,
skeletons in the closet, and finding a place to
call home.

978-1-927922-17-0
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
144pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $18.95 (Can and US) pb

Spring 2018

Sean Dixon

t’s the 1830s. Passing north from London,
Ontario, two travelling minstrels are on the
local circuit with their song-and-dance show.
Having fallen afoul of the law and desperate
for a night’s lodging, they stumble into the
Wilberforce hotel, owned and operated by
Austin Steward, the president of this stalwart
black settlement.
By turns highly comic, and deeply moving,
the two musicians who have spent their
showbiz careers painting their faces come
to learn something life-changing about the
actual black experience of early settlers
in Middlesex County at a time of exodus
vs. jubilee.
“Dixon’s plays tend to take audiences into
new and unexpected territory…an astute
playwright with a voice of his own.”
—Toronto Star

978-1-927922-19-4
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb
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drama

V

Dave Carley

drama

Refuge
Mary Vingoe

Finalist for the Governor General’s Award

A

yinom, a former soldier from Eritrea,
has arrived in Canada without papers,
and seeks refugee status. Seen through the
eyes of the couple that take him in and the
lawyer who represents him, the play lays bare
some of the shortfalls of the refugee system
as it exists in Canada today. Refuge combines
verbatim text from CBC radio interviews
with the fictional world of the characters to
create a work with uncommon resonance and
verisimilitude.

“An unflinching look at Canada’s relationship
to those seeking help.” —The Coast
“Refuge is an important, powerful and eyeopening play.” —Halifax Chronicle Herald
978-1-927922-16-3
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Nicimos

The Last Rez
Christmas Story
Curtis Peeteetuce

T

his Christmas season, things have gone
awry for the kohkoms of Kiwetinohk.
Clare Bear is engaged to be married, Zula
Merasty is moving off-reserve and Sihkos
Sinclare is in jail. It all comes to fruition at
Clare’s stagette.

“Nicimos means sweetheart in Cree and that’s
what this play is. A warm-hearted sweetheart
with depth and charm and a great sense
of humour.The final installment of the Rez
Christmas series finds Saskatchewan Native
Theatre Company directorwriter Curtis
Peeteetuce in outstanding form. His words
are a gift to the actors and his generosity
is reciprocated by incredibly satisfying
performances.” —Saskatoon Star Phoenix
978-1-927922-18-7
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
72pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

The Bricklin

The Life of Jude

Paul Ledoux & Allen Cole

A

An Automotive Fantasy

B

ig dreams, risk takers, a sexy sports car:
what more could you want in a musical?
With catchy 1970s pop and funk-inspired
tunes, The Bricklin takes audiences on a
fantastical and wild ride through politics,
business antics, and controversy…as it
explores one of Canada’s most colourful
stories.
“Magical and comedic…”
—Fredericton Daily Gleaner

978-1-927922-14-9
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

10

Alex Poch-Goldin

hilarious and devastating parable of
a misguided priest who believes he is
a chosen disciple of God, this epic biblical
musical spans the life of a young boy raised
by the church, who in his attempts to fulfill
The Word sows tragedy all around him. The
Life of Jude is outlandish, outrageous, and
unexpected.

“…hilarious and heartbreaking, biblical and
raunchy, thought-provoking and satirical all
at the same time.”—Mooney on Theatre
“This ambitious, sprawling epic will
blow you away…often funny yet deeply
ironic.”—NOW Magazine
978-1-927922-07-1
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
132pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $17.95 (Can and US) pb

Spring 2018

St. Anne’s Reel

The Secret Annex

D

A

Gil Garratt

“St. Anne’s Reel is like the strains of an old
country waltz, heard far off in the distance,
when green cornfields turn to rose as dusk
descends at the height of summer… The
drama captures two people, father and son,
caught in the eternal predicament of living
perplexing, imperfect lives. It is a condition
we all share in common with Walter and
Daniel.” —The Guelph Mercury

nne Frank has survived the war, and
at age 25, she’s ready to start a new
chapter in New York City. Eager to publish
a memoir of her time in hiding, Anne is
sure it will launch her career as a writer. But
when the only interested publisher suggests
drastic rewrites, Anne is unsure of what to
do. Everyone around her seems to be able to
move on and recover from the war, but her
inability to make her voice heard forces Anne
to question the meaning of her new life. Why
did she survive, if not to share stories?

“Sobler skillfully weds the power of historical
fact with the allure of a what-if scenario.”
—Winnipeg Free Press
978-1-927922-10-1
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
106pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

978-1-927922-12-5
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
60pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Colours in
the Storm
Jim Betts

C

olours in the Storm is a musical about the
life—and mysterious death—of iconic
Canadian painter Tom Thomson. A play
with songs, rather than a traditional musical,
the show follows Thomson’s development
as a painter from his arrival in Algonquin
Park in 1912 to his death there in Canoe
Lake in 1917. Increasingly possessed by his
artistic vision, Thomson struggles to realize
his potential and to come to terms with the
passions in his life.
“Vibrant songs, resounding emotion…a sense
of wonder.” —Hamilton View

“Elegant. Mature and important themes.”
—The Globe and Mail

“A story brimming with adventure, romance
and mystery. Passionate intensity…superb.”
—The Kitchener Record
978-1-927922-06-4
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $17.95 (Can and US) pb

Spring 2018

Trudeau Stories
Brooke Johnson

I

n 1985, while she was a student at the National
Theatre School in Montreal, Brooke Johnson
became friends with Pierre Elliott Trudeau.

It had been a year and a half since he’d stepped
down as prime minister, and now he was
walking to work, putting cereal bowls on
cartoon placemats, washing dishes and making
peanut butter on toast. He was no longer doing
pirouettes behind the Queen but sometimes he
was hanging around with Brooke, sliding down
ice-covered staircases on Mount Royal.
Through reminiscences, journal entries and
correspondence, Brooke brings to life the story
of a remarkable friendship. At once vital and
charming, poignant and very funny, Trudeau
Stories is about friendship and loss…and about
who the heck we think we are.
“…[an] unexpectedly engaging memoir…like
turning the pages of a live snapshot album…a
maximum of craft but a minimum of artifice…
it’s delightful.”—National Post
978-1-927922-04-0
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
74pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb
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drama

aniel, a washed-up Dollywood
rhinestone cowboy, returns home to the
farm near Wingham after many years, on the
occasion of his mother’s death. Despite his
best intentions, Daniel gets drawn right back
into scrapping with his old man, Walter, who
used to play fiddle with the Ranch Boys on
Circle 8. This drama about a prodigal son and
his cantankerous father is by turns starkly
humorous and deeply moving.

Alix Sobler

drama

Home

Colleen Wagner

T

wo families, four languages, one house.
Home puts its characters into a unique
and challenging conflict across language and
history and asks difficult questions about
the illusion of ownership and the definition
of “home.”

Home is the story of an aging man, Toomas,
exiled from his homeland, who through repatriation efforts, can now return and reclaim his
home and property. However, fifty-five years
have passed and the home has been inhabited
by three women who, caught in the shifting
tides of a new world of globalization, find
themselves threatened with expulsion when
Toomas and his son, Wendall, return to reclaim
the land and house. The women, who have
lived in this adopted country and in this house
for so long, feel suddenly rootless.

Bitter Rose/
Three Storey,
Ocean View
Catherine Banks

T

hese two plays by renowned playwright
Catherine Banks explore the stories of strong
women as they work through their pasts. In Bitter
Rose, after a morning of racing around the small
town where she lives in her bloodied wedding
dress, Rose, barricades herself in the family room
to examine her life. For sixteen years she has made
small choices (she thought), but on the morning
her husband leaves to meet with his female
graduate student, she realizes the betrayal that is
destroying her is that of the girl artist inside of her.

“...an outstanding play...”—The Coast

In Three Storey, Ocean View, Peg has brought her
ailing mother, Ruth, to Nova Scotia. Peg sees the
old three-storey house by the sea as refuge, a place
of safety for her mother and a place to begin again
with her own angry daughter, 14-year-old Zoe.
However, when Ruth enters the house she is drawn
into the lives of the women who once inhabited it.
As the women of the house play out their stories,
Ruth gathers the courage to tell her own story.

978-1-927922-02-6
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
98pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

978-1-927922-05-7
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
140pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $17.95 (Can and US) pb

And Bella
Sang with Us

When It Rains

Home explores our deep connection to home,
not just as place, but memory and language,
our sense of identity.

Sally Stubbs

A

n action-packed drama with heart, dark
humour, and song, And Bella Sang with
Us is inspired by Canada’s first women police
officers, Constables Minnie Miller and Lurancy
Harris, and a remarkable story in Ladies of
the Night, a career memoir by Calgary police
officer Margaret Gildes. Hired in Vancouver
in 1912 to deal with “the female morality
question,” Miller and Harris battle prejudice
and condescension, a child prostitute and her
hulking, brain-damaged female champion, one
another, and their own limitations and demons.
“The duties of the ladies, who, by the way, are
the first constables in Canada, will be devoted
towards…the female morality question.”
—Vancouver Daily World newspaper, 1912

“…big, burly Bella Boychuk, who can bend
bars of steel and threatens to break a few bones:
‘Sing. Sing now!’ she bawls in a thick eastern
European accent while giving us the evil eye.
Better believe it: we sing.”—Vancouver Courier

Anthony Black

W

hen It Rains is the story of four people,
two marriages, and one increasingly
improbable series of events.

As misfortune mounts, communication fractures,
relationships crumble, behaviour becomes absurd.
People sing, get naked, give up, lose control, have
sex with strangers. Some kind of God intervenes.
Or observes. Or something. Or nothing.
When it Rains is by turns blackly funny social
satire, heartbreaking drama, existentialist graphic
novel, and post-modern Job story.
“A remarkable play with astonishing clarity…
work that moved me and touched me beyond
measure. When It Rains is extraordinary theater,
wise and funny and human and profound, the
best kind of drama.”—nytheatre.com
978-1-927922-00-2
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
72pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

978-1-927922-08-8
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
84pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb
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CRASH

Like Wolves

Winner of the Dora Mavor Moore
Award for Outstanding New Play

T

Pamela Mala Sinha

an’t remember isn’t the same as forget.
Forget is, don’t want to remember.
Can’t remember is, don’t want to forget.”
After the loss of a loved one, a woman
must face the shattering memories of a past
trauma. CRASH is the fractured unraveling
of memory, a tour-de-force narrative about
family, faith and love.
“With CRASH, Pamela Sinha has written a
truly harrowing piece of theatre, a play all
the more remarkable for being her first…
Everything rings true in its heartbreaking
uniqueness.” —The Globe and Mail

“CRASH is a compelling, gripping piece of
theatre… Pamela Sinha is a graceful, poetic
writer.”—89.5 FM

“CRASH is a deceptively simple work with
complex implications that will haunt you long
after you leave the theatre.” —Stage-door.com

o celebrate their anniversary, Sam
surprises his wife Vera by bringing her
back to the spot of their rural honeymoon fifty
years ago. Now surrounded by parking lots
and software-company buildings, the once
charming bed and breakfast has transformed
into the last place on earth Vera wants to be.
When Sam has an unexpected heart attack,
Vera is hopelessly stuck. A strange visitor
and the arrival of her daughters force her
to reevaluate the sum of her life and the
relationships she has formed with her family.
Like Wolves is a black comedy about marriage,
dreams, choices, and finally letting go.
“Labordé’s writing hints at an almost poetic
brilliance.” —Toronto Sun

978-1-927922-03-3
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
92pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

978-1-897289-99-0
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
64pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Re:Union

Jail Baby

N

I

Sean Devine

ovember 2, 1965. Norman Morrison
drives to the Pentagon with his infant
daughter, a jug of kerosene and a box of
matches. With Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara looking on, the young Quaker
carries out a final act of witness against the
horrors of the Vietnam War. Thirty-six years
later, in the wake of 9/11, his daughter returns
to confront the aging McNamara, the memory
of her father, and the costly legacy of sacrifice.
“A compelling exploration of a small piece
of American history, Devine proves himself
a playwright to watch. Not since Frost/Nixon
have I found American politics so interestingly portrayed onstage.”—Gay Vancouver

Hope McIntyre and Cairn Moore

n this powerful new play based on work
with incarcerated women, hilarious parody
is interspersed with the harsh reality of the
cycle of incarceration.

Being born in prison, Jasmine is immediately
labelled a “jail baby.” Raised by a mother who
revolves in and out of the correctional system,
tossed in and out of foster care, Jasmine is
destined to become one of society’s monsters.
When she finds herself pregnant and facing
her most serious charge yet, Jasmine is
horrified at the thought of having her unborn
child repeat her life of despair.

“As society struggles, with Occupy Wall
Street, to articulate coherent resistance to
institutionalized power, Re:Union feels
particularly relevant… Re:Union provides a
thorough moral and intellectual workout.”
—The Georgia Straight

Through a series of hilarious parodies, the
myths of prison life for incarcerated women
are presented and woven together with
Jasmine’s journey. From bad prison B movies
to kangaroo court, the ensemble of characters
overturns common beliefs in order to make
the audience question their preconceptions of
women offenders.

978-1-897289-90-7
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

978-1-897289-86-0
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb
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“C

Rosa Labordé

drama

Jake’s Gift
Julia Mackey

W

hile revisiting the shores of Juno Beach,
Jake, a Canadian World War II veteran,
encounters Isabelle, a precocious ten-year-old
from the local village. Isabelle’s inquisitive
nature challenges the old soldier to confront
some long-ignored ghosts—most notably,
the wartime death of his eldest brother. By
revealing the very personal story behind one
soldier’s grave, Jake’s Gift takes us to the heart
of remembrance.
“If I could give this play six stars, I would.”
—Saskatoon Star Phoenix
“This is a jewel of a show you simply can’t
afford to miss.” —Calgary Sun

“Jake’s Gift is the most theatrically pure show
I have ever seen.” —CBC Winnipeg
978-1-897289-98-3
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
52pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb

Luba, Simply Luba
Diane Flacks
In collaboration with Luba Goy
and Andrey Tarasiuk

Winner of the 2015 Kobzar Literary Award

L

uba Goy, an original member of Canada’s
popular comedy troupe, Royal Canadian
Air Farce, is one of this country’s most beloved
comedic actors. In Luba, Simply Luba, we are
invited into her colourful and astonishing
life. From her Ukrainian childhood to high
honours at Rideau Hall, Luba Goy’s journey
has been filled with both comedy and tragedy.
This one-woman show features glimpses of
Luba at various ages along with forty-plus
other characters—including her family and
friends, Canadian prime ministers and other
famous personalities, and even a few animals.
Luba, Simply Luba is by turns hilarious and
heart-rending, an extraordinary theatrical
experience.
“(An) honest and revealing show.”
—NOW Magazine

978-1-897289-97-6
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
60pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

The Miser of
Middlegate
Carolyn Gray

S

et in modern-day Winnipeg, Gray’s
inspired version of Molière’s classic satire
is part sex farce and part screwball comedy.
Exploring family, love and money, The Miser
of Middlegate sharply critiques our acquisitionobsessed culture and never loses its sense of
humour.

A cheeky and irreverent romp into the lives of
one entrepreneurial Winnipeg family.
“…genuinely laugh-out-loud funny from
script to staging to performance. Witty,
energetic, mildly racy, and well-paced…
delightfully subversive.”
—The Winnipeg Review

“Gray and director Krista Jackson throw in a
sublime screwball scene that is untouchable
by even hardcore naysayers of the genre. The
family-meets-daughter’s-fiancé-for the-firsttime dinner is a visual feast, ridiculously
wacky and wondrous.” —Winnipeg Free Press

Jim Forgetting
Col Cseke

J

im Forgetting is an unflinching portrait
of a year in the life of Jim and Donna, a
middle-aged couple struggling with Jim’s
early-onset Alzheimer’s disease. While
watching her husband slowly disappear,
Donna’s patience and love is pushed to
heartbreaking limits. She is left to ask: When
love is composed of moments remembered
and dreams shared, what happens to a
marriage when memories fade and futures
disappear? Jim Forgetting is an unforgettable
story of one woman’s heart-wrenching
decision.

“This play is as powerful and memorable as it
is unsettling and insightful.”—Calgary Sun
“Cseke’s thoughtful, despairing drama
explores one of the most difficult subjects
imaginable.” —Calgary Herald
978-1-897289-91-4
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
60pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

978-1-897289-96-9
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb
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Salt Baby

The Swearing Jar

G

Finalist for the Governor General’s Award

Falen Johnson

“This hilarious and moving play explores
the experience of being invisibly ethnic
and raises questions about how we expect
Aboriginal people to look.”
—Toronto Arts Online
978-1-897289-89-1
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
74pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Kate Hewlett

M

eet Carey and Simon, an otherwiseperfect married couple with a bit of
a swearing problem. They’re determined
to kick the habit by the time their baby is
born. Too bad that’s not their only problem.
Simon has a secret. And Carey has a new
friend—a musician named Owen she met at
a bookstore. With quirky characters, music
and gentle humour, this lovely and intricately
constructed story is about meeting challenges
head on and finding hope.
Winner of Best of Fringe at the 2008 Toronto
Fringe Festival, and Outstanding New Play
at the 2010 New York International Fringe
Festival.
“The story Hewlett weaves here is
wrenchingly honest, believable, sometimes
laugh-out-loud funny, sometimes
heartbreaking.” —CBC Manitoba

978-1-897289-88-4
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
86pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Falling: A Wake

Café Daughter

O

C

Gary Kirkham

ne starry night the body of young man,
still strapped into his airplane seat, falls
from the sky into the yard of Harold and
Elsie’s chicken farm. As the night unfolds,
their mysterious guest effects a profound
transformation in his hosts. Falling: A Wake
is a haunting and surprisingly funny play
about love, loss, and the redemptive power of
letting go.
“Falling: A Wake is a prayer for the departed,
as well as a prayer to those who remain. It
quietly, but insistently, searches out meaning
in a world that often appears random,
reminding us that, at some level, we are all
lost souls in the dead of night waiting on
the light.”—The Kitchener-Waterloo Record
978-1-897289-87-7
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
66pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Spring 2018

Kenneth T. Williams

afé Daughter is a one-woman drama
inspired by a true story about a ChineseCree girl growing up in Saskatchewan in the
1950s and 60s.
Charlie Wong emigrated from China to
rural Saskatchewan, where he opened a
restaurant. Katherine, a young Cree woman
from a nearby reserve, took a job at the café. In
time, the two fell in love, married, and had a
daughter—Yvette.

The story begins in 1957, as nine-year-old Yvette
Wong helps out in her parents’ café in Alistair,
Saskatchewan. She’s incredibly bright but has
been placed in the slow learners’ class because
of her skin colour. Her mother, Katherine, who
was forced to attend a residential school, is
conflicted about her identity and has charged
Yvette with a secret—to never tell anyone she’s
part Cree. Yvette has dreams that her mother
nourishes, but when Katherine dies and Yvette
and her father move to Saskatoon, Yvette must
try to pursue her dreams alone, carving a path
uniquely her own.
978-1-897289-85-3
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb
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drama

rowing up on the Six Nations native
reserve as a “white-looking Indian,”
Salt Baby never quite fit in—her fair skin
and curly hair made her more of a Shirley
Temple type than a Pocahontas type.
Salt Baby navigates the native reserve
and the city while explaining herself, as
well as her blood quantum, to the world
and to “Alligator”: “It’s always different
for Indians.”

drama

Miss Caledonia

The Lonely Diner

H

Beverley Cooper

Melody A. Johnson

ow does a farm girl in 1950s Ontario
escape the stall-cleaning, cow-milking,
hay-baling drudgery of life on RR#2? She
becomes a movie star, of course! The quickest
route to Hollywood for a plucky gal in the
mid-twentieth century was to enter as many
beauty pageants as possible and to sing, twirl
and pivot her way into the hearts of judges.
And so Peggy Ann Douglas did just that,
as did so many other young women of her
generation, hoping to follow in the footsteps of
starlets like Debbie Reynolds.

This tour-de-force memory play looks back at
one young, optimistic farm girl’s search for fame.
Miss Caledonia is by turns hilarious and poignant
as it paints a picture of one Ontario Scottish
Protestant farm family and a vanished era.
“Looks, charm, and no end of congeniality…
Fans of The Vinyl Café and Wingfield will
certainly enjoy the brand of storytelling here:
little-town sketches filtered through a female
perspective.”—The Globe and Mail
978-1-897289-84-6
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Al Capone in
Euphemia Township

T

he year is 1928 and someone is stealing
Al Capone’s whiskey. Prohibition has
just been lifted in Ontario but still holds
firm in Chicago. For those who want a
drink, the morality is shaky. In a quiet little
diner close to the U.S. border, Lucy yearns
for excitement and glamour. When a couple
of well-dressed American gangsters make
an after-hours visit, Lucy changes her tune
as the stakes get higher…
“Beverley Cooper has written a play that is
gripping and complex.”—CIUT 89.5 FM

“…the story has more twists than a strand
of spaghetti on a fork… The play combines
dramatic tension—there is a moment when
the action verges on violence—with abundant
humour.” —Kitchener Waterloo Record
978-1-897289-83-9
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
88pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Relative Good

Trigger

I

V

David Gow

n Relative Good, David Gow grapples with the
complex implications of the War on Terror,
and the resulting sweeping changes to law that
allow authorities to violate basic civil rights.
Mohamed El Rafi is a Syrian-born Canadian
engineer. He’s arrested in New York’s JFK
airport, held without explanation, interrogated,
and eventually forced to sign papers that
facilitate his deportation to Syria. As Canadian
government involvement only worsens El Rafi’s
predicament, his lawyer and wife team up in an
attempt to gain his freedom in a world where,
as one character says, “Sometimes the price of
freedom is freedom itself.” This incisive drama
lays bare the absurdity of official policy, and the
human cost of racial profiling.
“Gow has made a hard-hitting and sharpedged script full of quotable lines.”
—Montreal Mirror

“The world premiere of David Gow’s Relative
Good at GCTC packs a powerful and thoughtprovoking punch.”
—North Country Public Radio
978-1-897289-82-2
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb
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Daniel MacIvor

ic and Kat were the stars of iconic 90s
punk band, Trigger. A decade or so
after both the band and their friendship
imploded on stage, they meet again to make
an appearance at a fundraiser—provided,
of course, that they can stand being near
each other again. In a single night, they
crash through their past, their respective
addictions, their fears, and their remaining
aspirations, each longing in a way for “when
we were pure…when we were perfect”
while knowing all the while that there isn’t a
chance in hell of getting that feeling back.

Trigger is a fiercely personal and philosophical
clash between two women, a battle between
ideologies, lifestyles—and between memories
and the present.
A Scirocco Drama filmscript of the acclaimed
movie, directed by Bruce McDonald and
starring Molly Parker and Tracy Wright.
978-1-897289-80-8
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
88pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

Spring 2018

Pearl Gidley

Falling In Time

T

F

Gary Kirkham

The characters in this beautifully written,
bittersweet comedy gently draw out one another’s
stories…and along the way must come to terms
with loyalty and betrayal, long-ago heartbreak, the
consequences of sacrifice, and the power of music.
“Pearl Gidley is a modest play. But it is modest
in the way Carol Shields’ novels are modest,
Alice Munro’s and Ernest Hemingway’s short
stories are modest or Anton Chekhov’s plays are
modest.”—The Waterloo Record

“The audience gave this play a standing ovation,
and for good reason…the play touches the
heart.”—The Globe and Mail

alling In Time is an epic exploration of
armed conflict, masculinity, sexuality, love,
and forgiveness. Set in Vancouver in 1994, the
year of the death of North Korean leader Kim
Il-Sung, the play criss-crosses two hemispheres
and spans more than forty years. Through all
this, four distinctly different lives intertwine.
Steve is an aging, outrageous, bisexual Korean
War vet who embodies the sadistic tendencies of
Western imperialism that polite society has too
often tried to sweep from view. Jamie is an aloof,
repressed ESL teacher haunted by a troubled
childhood. Chang Hyun is a young Korean
student brimming with anti-Western sentiment
and still reeling from a traumatic experience in
the military. In the middle of it all is Eun Ha,
a woman who lives through the Korean War
and, against all odds, finds the will to survive.
A brutally honest depiction of war, rape, racism
and animal sexuality, Falling In Time asks the
question “How do we let go?”
“Gatchalian is well on his way to making his
mark in contemporary drama.”—CBC Radio

978-1-897289-79-2
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb

978-1-897289-73-0
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
106pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb

Gordon Winter

The Moonlight
Sonata of
Beethoven Blatz

Kenneth T. Williams

G

ordon Winter is an RCMP hero, a lifelong
champion of First Nations rights, and a bigot.
He’s challenging the next generation of chiefs
to stand up to the federal government when he
spews a Nazi-inspired racist and homophobic rant.
Suddenly, one of the most revered First Nations
leaders is now one of the most reviled human
beings in Canada. While most want to consign
Winter to the dustbin of history, some are quick to
defend a man who did so much good in his life.
Questions get asked: how should society respond
to such outrageous comments from a prominent
and public figure? Is it right to condemn a man
based on just one moment of his life?

“That racism is hateful, corrosive and selfperpetuating is hardly news. A play which captures
that self-evident truth in fresh, robust and frequently
funny fashion, however, is something unexpected.
That’s especially so when the play poses difficult
questions about the complexity of a man’s heart,
our rush to judge what’s there, and the extent of our
own, unspoken prejudices.”—Ottawa Citizen
978-1-897289-72-3
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
78pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb

Spring 2018

Armin Wiebe

A

comic “folk play” with a classical music
base, The Moonlight Sonata of Beethoven
Blatz follows a farm wife, a carpenter, a
midwife, and a musician as they struggle to
find fulfillment of their seemingly impossible
desires, drawing on the means at hand on a
homestead removed from the stifling customs
of the village.

“Armin Wiebe does for Gutenthal…what Stephen
Leacock did for Mariposa and its inhabitants. The
results are similarly uproarious and touching,
side-splittingly anarchic and wistful.”
—CM Magazine
Armin Wiebe’s Gutenthal novels, The Salvation
of Yasch Siemens, Murder in Gutenthal, and The
Second Coming of Yeeat Shpanst are renowned for
the musicality of their dialect and dialogue. His
historical novel Tatsea won two Manitoba Book
Awards. The Moonlight Sonata of Beethoven Blatz
is his first stage play.
978-1-897289-60-0
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb
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drama

he elderly Gidley sisters lead unassuming
and unexciting lives in Blyth, Ontario
in 1971. Tart-tongued Pearl and the more
romantically minded Edith live frugally, renting
a room to the occasional boarder to help make
ends meet. But the sisters’ orderly life is turned
upside down when their neighbour George
asks them to take in Charles, a young American
Vietnam veteran.

C.E. Gatchalian

drama

Herr Beckmann’s
People

Lost

Winner of the Canadian Peace Play
Competition Award

Finalist for the Governor General’s Award

Sally Stubbs

A

rt, war, and the politics of culture collide
in Sally Stubbs’ moving account of a
family’s legacy of beauty and brutality. Anna,
an established painter living in Canada, returns
to Munich—the city she ran from decades
earlier. As this poetic and powerful drama
unfolds, Anna forces her family to answer
tough questions about their past and the events
of World War II. While her mother plays a
private concert, history unravels, and Anna is
confronted with a moral dilemma of her own.
Inspired by factual events, Herr Beckmann’s
People explores the question: How do we live
with the choices we have made?

“…puts a movingly human face on personal
entanglement in an evil regime.”—Georgia Straight
978-1-897289-69-3
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
94pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb

A Memoir

Cathy Ostlere and Dennis Garnhum

L

ate September, 1995. Cathy and her family are
waiting for her youngest brother to call them
on his birthday. For years it has been a family
tradition that no matter where in the world David
might be—from Australia to China to England—
he will call on his birthday. The day passes and
by evening there has been no call. Could he have
forgotten?

A month before, David and his girlfriend Sarah set
sail from Ireland in their boat Mugwump, headed
for the tropical island of Madeira. What should
have been a two-week journey becomes a mystery
as days and months pass with no sign of the
missing boat. Unable to wait helplessly at home,
Cathy travels to Madeira, determined to uncover
information, or better yet, find her missing brother.
Instead of finding answers, the beautiful and
sensual island of Madeira stirs Cathy’s longings
and she begins to examine the choices she has
made in her own life.
978-1-897289-68-6
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
62pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb

The Catering Queen

Dry Streak

W

Finalist for the Saskatchewan First Book Award

Alison Lawrence

elcome to Henderson Tessier McGuire
& Smythe’s annual Christmas cocktail
party, held at the gracious home of managing
partner George Smythe and his lovely wife
Buffy. It’s The Catering Gig From Hell.
Behind the scenes is Melanie, McKinley
Catering’s supervisor, plating up hors d’oeuvres
and juggling her career as a writer, her exboyfriend’s appearance on the arm of a gorgeous
young lawyer and her friends’ expectations. Oh,
and Cynthia’s there too, an actress not so happy
to be wearing the catering bowtie, sniping at their
old roommate Timothy, who’s making his first
catering appearance in years. Eric’s there too, but
he’s never a problem—Eric is the unflappable
uber-caterer. Or is he? There’s Christmas cheer,
sex, romance, death, laughter, a vast array of
appetizers and a whole lot of vodka and wine.
“This playwright knows her canapés! If you’ve
been yearning to see a well-made comedy
again—you know, the kind with a beginning,
middle and end and a whole lot of laughs in
between—then you ought to run, not walk, to
The Catering Queen.”—Toronto Star

978-1-897289-67-9
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
82pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb
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Leeann Minogue

H

ot. Burning hot. In the dry, hot summer of
1988, Kate, a young urban woman, moves
with her boyfriend to his family’s Saskatchewan
farm. A world-travelled vegetarian who listens
to punk rock, she is not exactly the kind of girl
John Richards’ parents had thought he would
bring home. After months of unrelenting heat,
dust and the endless complaints of everyone
around her, Kate makes a very public promise:
If only the drought will break, she’ll run naked
through the streets of town. Now the media is
running the story and things are about to get
interesting in Stony Valley, Saskatchewan.
“Minogue has created a critic-proof play.”
—Saskatoon Star Phoenix
978-1-897289-08-2
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb

Spring 2018

fareWel

The gap

Winner of the Governor General’s Award

G

Ian Ross

“…unique, entertaining and thoughtprovoking.”—Winnipeg Sun
978-1-896239-21-7
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb

overnor General Award-winning
playwright Ian Ross’s The Gap is an
engaging drama that breaks new ground
in his ever-expanding exploration of
relationships. Evan and Dawn are getting to
know each other; as a young Native man,
Evan is unsure of how to approach dating
a “middle-class” white woman. The “gap”
he perceives, real or otherwise, between his
culture, his politics, and his lifestyle, and
Dawn’s, continues to widen, preventing them
both from moving forward. The two young
lovers struggle not so much to keep the
balance as to find it.
“…nicely realized characters and
sometimes painfully sharp observations.”
—Winnipeg Sun
“…a realistic, good-natured story.”
—Winnipeg Free Press

1-896239-74-9
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
112pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb

Innocence Lost
A Play about
Steven Truscott
Beverley Cooper

Finalist for the Governor General’s Award

I

n this incisive and emotionally taut
dramatization of the case, Beverley Cooper
recreates the world of Steven Truscott and
his friends. Sarah, a young farm girl, is
our guide to life bounded by small town
hangouts, organized sports, the local air
force base, school. And then suddenly that
world twists into a nightmare of grief, fear,
police questioning, rumour and innuendo.
With finely calibrated tension, Cooper leads
the audience through the case afresh and
sheds light on the human cost of what is now
considered to be Canada’s most notorious
wrongful conviction.
“…strikes to the core of anyone with a
heart… the story refuses to go away. Nor
should we let it.” —London Free Press

Riot

Andrew Moodie

Winner of the Chalmers Canadian Play Award

A

dramatic and often humourous look
at six black Canadians of diverse
backgrounds who share a Toronto house.
Their lives unfold against the backdrop of
civil unrest which erupted when the Lost
Angeles police officers on trial for the beating
of Rodney King are acquitted. The fracas
outside keeps intruding as characters clash,
collide, and swap jokes about everything
from racism to the status of Quebec as a
distinct society, from Malcolm X to The Road
to Avonlea.
“Boisterous, intimate, entertaining and
enlightening.”—The Globe and Mail
1-896239-20-X
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb

978-1-897289-36-5
DRA0130000 Drama/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb
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drama

L

ife is tense on the Partridge Crop Reserve.
The Chief is in Las Vegas (again),
the band is in receivership, and there’s a
movement afoot to unilaterally declare
self-government. And now that the welfare
cheques have gone missing, the people of this
fictional First Nation are forced to take control
of their lives. fareWel is a raw and funny look
at a group of ordinary people tackling some
extraordinarily big issues.

Ian Ross

non-fiction

Cues

Stages

Talia Pura

Revised 2nd Edition

Theatre Projects from
Classroom to Stage

C

ues: Theatre Projects from Classroom to
Stage is the perfect guide for directing
a play, creating a work of devised theatre or
coaching actors.

Cues offers guidance to teachers and
community theatre members who are
embarking on the process of directing stage
productions. From tips on casting and
rehearsal techniques, to how to set up the
timeline for what needs to get done before
opening night, Cues is the perfect guide to the
exciting world of theatrical production.

Cues is also a guide through the process of
creating original theatrical pieces. Devised
theatre can take many different forms. Several
templates are explored and explained, with
practical exercises that result in successful
stage productions.
978-1-897289-93-8
EDU029050 Education/Teaching Methods &
Materials/Arts & Humanities
200pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $24.95 (Can and US) pb

You Got the Part!

A Casting Director
Guides Actors to
Successful Auditions
for Film and Television
Marsha Chesley

Y

ou Got the Part! is a must-have resource
for anyone auditioning for roles in film
and television. It is a comprehensive guide,
which shows how to land an audition, how
to prepare for and perform at that audition,
and how to follow up afterward. Written
by an award-winning casting director with
twenty-eight years in the industry, this book
takes the reader behind the scenes at actual
casting sessions. Practical information is mixed
with insiders’ tips supported by anecdotes and
stories from actors and casting directors. You
Got the Part! is amusing and informative, and
an essential tool for both the novice and the
experienced actor.
978-0-920486-71-9
PER001000 Performing Arts–Acting and
Auditioning
144pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $17.95 (Can and US) pb
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Creative Ideas for
Teaching Drama
Talia Pura

S

tages is packed with drama exercises and
ideas that work, tested on the harshest of
critics—high school students. Laid out in a clear,
concise manner, the exercises are categorized
according to their purpose.
Stages is useful to all, from novice or seasoned
drama teachers to theatre professionals leading
workshops and master classes.

The exercises in this book can be used in
isolation to simply fill a spare moment of class
time, or to create a drama workshop or entire
drama course. Suitable for a wide range of ages
and abilities, the ideas can be adapted for young
children and teenagers as well as experienced
actors.
978-1-897289-92-1
EDU029050 Education/Teaching Methods &
Materials/Arts & Humanities
200pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $22.95 (Can and US) pb

Acting Alone

A Drama Teacher’s
Monologue Survival Kit
Demetra Hajidiacos

“W

hat sets Acting Alone apart from
other monologue resources is that
it not only allows students to create their own
monologues, but it has an entire chapter filled
with monologues written by Hajidiacos. This
resource is packed full of useful tips for any
classroom. English, History, and Drama teachers
could use these ideas to create useful units to
explore fictional characters or historical figures.
As monologues are excellent for confidence
building and oratorical skills, Acting Alone is a
must in any drama classroom. I would give this
a 4-star rating and a big ‘thank you’ to Hajidiacos
for being inspired to create this much-needed
resource.”
—CM Magazine
978-1-897289-00-6
EDU029500 Education/Teaching Methods/
Arts & Humanities
144pp 6 x 9 in • $19.95 (Can and US) pb

Spring 2018

A Tale of
Two Divas

Elspeth Cameron with Gail Kreutzer

A

Tale of Two Divas tells the story of two
Canadian singers who began as soloists
in church choirs, but eventually moved on
to spectacular careers. Soprano Jean Forsyth
and contralto Edith Miller knew each other
well. They met when nineteen-year-old
Edith studied vocal music with Jean, almost
twenty-five years her senior, in Winnipeg in
1894. After that their paths crisscrossed. This
tale of two voices contrasts the ways in which
Jean and Edith achieved success.
978-1927922-33-0
BIO022000 Biography & Autobiography/Women
Endnotes, Bibliography, Index
256pp 6 x 9 in • $24.95 (Can and US) pb

Many Tender Ties
Women in Fur-Trade
Society, 1670-1870
Sylvia Van Kirk

S

exual encounters between Indian women
and the fur traders of the North West
and Hudson’s Bay Companies are generally
thought to have been casual and illicit in
nature. This illuminating book reveals instead
that Indian-white marriages, sanctioned “after
the custom of the country,” resulted in many
warm and enduring family unions. These were
profoundly altered by the coming of the white
women in the 1820s and 1830s.
“A pleasure to read and a valuable asset to
scholarship.”—Western American Literature
978-1-896239-51-4
HIS006000 History/Canada
Endnotes, Bibliography, Index
276pp 6 x 9 in • $24.95 (Can and US) pb

The Evolution of
Canadian Racism
John Boyko

T

o understand Canada one must
understand racism, for Canada was
born and grew as a racist state. Race riots,
segregated schools, racially-based union
membership, mass deportations of innocent
people, the state-sanctioned kidnapping
of children, a conscious attempt at cultural
genocide and much more have shaped
Canada’s history. Last Steps to Freedom
encourages Canadians to look truthfully at
their past, admit mistakes, atone for crimes
and applaud progress.
“A highly readable and engaging account.”
—CBRA

978-1-896239-40-8
HIS006000 History/Canada
Endnotes, Bibliography, Index
256pp 6 x 9 in • $22.95 (CDN and US) pb

Inuit Art

An Anthology
Edited by Alma Houston

F

rom the first magical amulets and
weapons to the world-famous Cape
Dorset prints, Inuit art is discussed by
authorities such as Sheila Butler (“Wall
Hangings from Baker Lake,” “First
Printmaking Year at Baker Lake”), Charlotte
and Edward Lindgren (“The Pangnirtung
Tapestries”), and Jean Blodgett (“The Historic
Period in Canadian Eskimo Art”).
For the newcomer, Inuit Art is a solid
introduction; for collectors and researchers,
it is a gathering of expert knowledge in one
volume.

Editor Alma Houston lived among the
Cape Dorset artists from 1952 to 1965. In the
following years, as Head, Fine Arts Division
of Canadian Arctic Producers, she was a
catalyst in presenting the art of the Inuit to the
world in a prestigious and reputable way.
978-0-920486-21-4
ART015000 Art/History/General
130pp 8.5 x 11 in • $39.95 (Can and US) pb
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non-fiction

The Curious Adventures
of Jean Forsyth and
Edith J. Miller in
Canada’s
Edwardian West

Last Steps
to Freedom

non-fiction

Finding Home in
the Promised Land
A Personal History
of Homelessness
and Social Exile
Jane Harris

F

inding Home in the Promised Land is the
fruit of Jane Harris’s journey through the
wilderness of social exile after a violent crime
in 2013 left her injured and tumbling down the
social ladder toward homelessness—for the
second time in her life. Her Scottish great-greatgrandmother Barbara’s portrait opens the door
into pre-Confederation Canada. Her own story
lights our journey through 21st century Canada.

978-1-927922-11-8
POL0290000 Political Science/Social Policy
268pp 6 x 9 in • $22.95 (Can and US) pb

Off the Ropes
My Story

Roland Vandal

Finalist for the Beatrice Mosionier Award for
Aboriginal Writer of the Year

H

aving been sexually abused by a
boxing coach as a teen, and not
knowing who to trust or tell, Roland
Vandal found solace in drugs and
alcohol. His battle with addiction, and his
unwillingness to speak of his demons, led
to failed relationships, bad choices, crime,
trouble with the law, and PTSD. After a
night of partying with friends in 2001,
Roland found himself alone in a Winnipeg
hotel and attempted suicide. When he
woke, plagued by guilt and shame at
what he had done, he knew he had hit
bottom. He picked up the phone and called
for help.
978-1-927922-09-5
BIO190000 Biography & Autobiography
184pp 6 x 9 in • $22.95 (Can and US) pb

They Call Me Chief
Warriors on Ice
Don Marks

With a foreword by Phil Fontaine
Finalist for the Mary Scorer Award

T

hey Call Me Chief: Warriors on Ice tells the
fascinating stories of First Nations, Métis and
Inuit players who overcame tremendous obstacles
to star in the National Hockey League. From the
story of “Chief Running Deer on Skates” (Fred
Sasakamoose), who emerged from the infamously
tyrannical Indian Residential School System to
become the first Indian to play in the NHL, to Reggie
Leach (the Riverton Rifle), whose battle with the
bottle is the only thing which kept him out of the
Hockey Hall of Fame, They Call Me Chief chronicles
the journeys of North America’s most famous
“warriors on ice” as they battle poverty, racism,
culture shock and other barriers to success. Includes
a DVD of the documentary the book is based upon.
“While a sports-based work with a broad appeal to
hockey fans, this is also a worthwhile read with broad
sociological and political impact.”—Toronto Star
978-1-897289-34-1
SOC021000 Social Science/Native American Studies
16 b/w photos; index
280pp 6 x 9 in • $27.95 (Can and US) pb
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Playing the White
Man’s Game
Don Marks

P

laying the White Man’s Game tells the
extraordinary tales of Native American
athletes who, despite tremendous obstacles, came
to dominate the NFL, CFL, PGA, Olympic Games,
NHL and professional wrestling. Jim Thorpe,
named ABC’s “Athlete of the Century,” began
his track and field career when he surpassed his
college varsity high jump team in street shoes
and climaxed with gold medals in the decathlon
and pentathlon at the 1912 Olympic Games,
before moving on to dominate NCAA and NFL
football, major league baseball and 22 sports in all,
including a national championship in ballroom
dancing. Billy Mills improved his best time by an
unheard of 50 seconds to win the 10,000-metre
Olympic race in “the greatest upset in Olympic
history.” The fascinating stories of these colourful
characters show why these Native American
athletes were heroes not only for their exploits on
the field of play, but for their efforts to preserve
and enhance native history, culture and lifestyle
with pride and dignity away from the competition.
978-1-927922-01-9
SOC021000 Social Science/Native American Studies
280pp 6 x 9 in • $24.95 (Can and US) pb
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North End
Love Songs

this is a small
northern town

Winner of the Governor General’s Award

Winner of the Aqua Books
Lansdowne Prize for Poetry

Katherena Vermette

or Katherena Vermette, Winnipeg’s North
End is a neighbourhood of colourful
birds, stately elms, and always wily rivers.
It is where a brother’s disappearance is
trivialized by local media and police because
he is young and aboriginal. It is also where
young girls share secrets, movies, cigarettes,
Big Gulps and stories of love—where a young
mother full of both maternal trepidation and
joy watches her small daughters as they play
in the park.
“Vermette uses spare language and brief,
telling sketches to illuminate the aviary of
a prairie neighbourhood. Vermette’s love
songs are unconventional, imminent, an
examination and a celebration of family and
community in all weathers, the beautiful as
well as the less clement conditions.”
—Joanne Arnott

978-1-897289-76-1
POE011000 Poetry/Canadian
96pp 6 x 9 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb

T

his is a small northern town is the long
awaited, first full-length collection of
poetry by Rosanna Deerchild. These are
poems about what it means to be from the
north, a town divided along colour lines, and
a family dealing with its history of secrets.
At its core, this collection is about the life of
a Cree girl and the places she finds comfort
and escape.
“What this northern girl pulls to the surface,
kicking and screaming, is nothing less
than magic. Like the mining town of her
childhood, these poems blast away our
innermost vulnerability, making way for
love and light. But there is nothing shattered
here—there is simply a dangerous girl the
colour of gold. Stunning!”—Gregory Scofield

978-1-897289-35-8
POE011000 Poetry/Canadian
64pp 6 x 9 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb

Happiness Threads

To Speak

Melanie Dennis Unrau

I

The Unborn Poems

H

appiness Threads: The Unborn Poems,
Melanie Dennis Unrau’s debut
collection, is an elegantly spare, thoughtful,
and fiercely tenacious meditation on the trials
and tribulations of modern motherhood.
Written in response to the platitude “Your
children are your poetry now,” Happiness
Threads explores the struggle of a young
mother to balance the demands of raising
young children with her desire to make art.
Unrau wastes neither words nor sentiment;
often brief and wonderfully compact, these
poems shy away from nothing—delving into
every challenge from the onslaught of dirty
diapers and spit-up to the despair in the
aftermath of a stillbirth.
978-1-897289-95-2
POE011000 Poetry/Canadian
96pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $15.95 (Can and US) pb
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Michelle Elrick

n the title poem of her debut collection of
poetry, To Speak, Michelle Elrick writes:

My silence seems inevitable
as if I cannot afford to give anything away.
As if I have given it all already, given it to you.

When the failure of a love affair renders
everything irrevocably strange, unutterable,
the poet begins a quest in search of the means
to be able to “speak” again. The reader
is invited on a journey with the speaker,
traveling by poem on a road trip that will take
them both through miles and miles of familiar
and uncharted terrain.
Seduced by the quiet yet forceful voice of
the speaker, readers will find themselves
entranced by all the ways in which words,
like wings, unfold into flight. The beauty and
strength of Michelle Elrick’s poetry is that it
resonates with simplicity and moth-like grace
even when it is asking for the world.
978-1-897289-50-1
POE011000 Poetry/Canadian
80pp 5.5 x 8.5 in • $14.95 (Can and US) pb
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poetry

F

Rosanna Deerchild

